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COMPLETE SYSTEM
DEROYAL HAS DEVELOPED A COMPLETE SYSTEM with both static
progressive as well as dynamic orthoses for contracture management. All products
are lightweight and can easily be adjusted individually to the patient. The lining is
washable and can be bought separately as a spare part.

Orthoses for contracture management

®

STATIC-PRO

Static-Pro is DeRoyals system for static progressive
orthoses that can be set and adjusted individually to
the patient. They can be used for both extension and
flexion treatment in the same orthosis. The orthoses

provides an effective stretching and stress relaxationto
elongate contracted tissue. Suitable after manual therapy
to maintain the effect or after treatment with Botulinum
toxin.

4415 Static-Pro Wrist

Wrist orthosis that has been designed to provide an effective stretch of the
wrist. Can be used for extension and flexion in the same orthosis. Adjustment of the angle can be done with the knob at the joint area. Malleable
Wire-foam cuffs are trimmable and adjustable for a customized fit. The
lining is washable and can be bought separately as a spare part. Universal
sizing, Left and Right model.
4415 Static-Pro Wrist
Size
Universal

Left
4415L

Right
4415R

4415PK Replacement lining, Static-Pro Wrist
Size
Universal

4425 Static-Pro Elbow

Elbow orthosis for effective stretching and stress relaxation to elongate
contracted tissue. Can be used for extension and flexion in the same
orthosis. Adjustment of the angle can be done with the knob at the joint
area. The upper and lower arm cuffs are made of Wire-Foam and can be
adjusted individually. The lining is washable and can be bought separately
as a spare part. Universal sizing, Left and Right model.
4425 Static-Pro Elbow
Size
Universal

Left
4425L

Right
4425R

Replacement lining, Static-Pro Elbow
Size
Universal

Left
4425PKL

Right
4425PKR
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4405 Static-Pro Knee

Knee orthosis for stretching and elongation of contracted tissue. Can be
used for extension and flexion in the same orthosis. Adjustment of the
angle can be done with the knob at the joint area. The upper and lower
arm cuffs are made of Wire-Foam and can be adjusted individually. The
lining is washable and can be bought separately as a spare part. Universal
sizing, Left and Right model.
4405 Static-Pro Knee
Size
Universal

Left
4405L

Right
4405R

Extrafoder Static-Pro Knee
Size
Universal

Left
4405PKL

Right
4405PKR

®

PRO-GLIDE

Pro-Glide is DeRoyals system for dynamic ortoses
with an adjustable resistance and support. A very
innovative construction enables the same orthosis
the be used for both extension- or flexion. The
resistance can be adjusted by using the included
hex-wrench. To be able to apply the orthosis with

4115 Pro-Glide Wrist

pre-loaded resistance, it can be locked in 0, 45 or 90 degrees.
The frame is made in light-weight aircraft aluminum
which provides good stability and a low weight. Velcro
straps and lining can be washed or replaced.

A dynamic wrist ortosis for contracture management of the wrist and
lower arm. Provides an adjustable resistance in extension or flexion
depending of the adjustment and settings. The resistance can be adjusted
by using the included hex-wrench. To be able to apply the orthosis with
pre-loaded resistance, it can be locked in 0, 45 or 90 degrees. The frame
is made in light-weight aircraft aluminum which provides good stability
and a low weight. Velcro straps and lining can be washed or replaced.
Universal size, Left and Right model.
4115 Pro-Glide Wrist
Size
Universal

Left
4115L

Right
4115R

Replacement lining, Pro-Glide Wrist
Size
Universal

Article number
4115K
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4125 Pro-Glide Elbow

A dynamic elbow orthosis for contracture management of the elbow.
Provides an adjustable resistance in extension or flexion depending of
the adjustment and settings. The resistance can be adjusted by using the
included hex-wrench. To be able to apply the orthosis with pre-loaded
resistance, it can be locked in 0, 45 or 90 degrees. The frame is made in
light-weight aircraft aluminum which provides good stability and a low
weight. Velcro straps and lining can be washed or replaced. Available in
two sizes Small (C) and Medium/Large (D) and in Left and Right models.
4125 Pro-Glide Elbow
Article number
4125CR
4125CL
4125DR
4125DL

Size
Small (C)
Small (C)
Medium/Large (D)
Medium/Large (D)

Circumference,
biceps
23-30,5 cm
23-30,5 cm
30,5 cm & over
30,5 cm & over

Right/left
Right
Left
Right
Left

Replacement lining Pro-Glide Elbow
Article number Size
4125CK
Small
4125DK
Medium/Large

Pro-Glide Elbow Pediatric

Circumference,
biceps
Article number Size
4127CR
Pediatric (C) 19,5-24 cm
4127CL
Pediatric (C) 19,5-24 cm

Right/left
Right
Left

Replacement lining Pro-Glide Elbow Pediatric
Article number Size
4127CK
Pediatric (C)

4105 Pro-Glide Knee

A dynamic orthosis for contracture management of the knee joint.
Provides an adjustable resistance in extension or flexion depending of
the adjustment and settings. The resistance can be adjusted by using the
included hex-wrench. To be able to apply the orthosis with pre-loaded
resistance, it can be locked in 0, 45 or 90 degrees. The frame is made in
light-weight aircraft aluminum which provides good stability and a low
weight. Velcro straps and lining can be washed or replaced. Available in
three sizes Small (B) and Medium (C) and Large (D). Universal left/right
model.
4105 Pro-Glide Knee
Article number Size
4105B
Small (B)
4105C
Medium (C)
4105D
Large (D)

Circumference,
knee
35,5-42 cm
42-54,5 cm
54,5-69 cm

Circumference,
calf
25-34,5 cm
34,5-42 cm
42-51 cm

Right/left
Universal
Universal
Universal

Replacement lining Pro-Glide Knee
Article number
4105BK
4105CK
4105DK

Size
Small (B)
Medium (C)
Large (D)

Pro-Glide Knee Pediatric
Article number
4107C

Circumference, Circumference,
Right/left
Size
knee
calf
Universal
Pediatric (C) 25-35,5 cm
20-27 cm

Replacement lining Pro-Glide Knee Pediatric
Article number
4107CK
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Size
Pediatric (C)

DEROM® DYNAMIC
ELBOW SPLINT
A light-weight dynamic elbow splint
made from advanced composite. The
design features combines both flexion and
extension assist in the same brace.

The splint can be used to restore range of motion
in a stiff joint with range of motion limitations due
to contractures. The cuffs are malleable and can
be adjusted individually to the patient. The straps
are adjustable and can easily be trimmed. All these
features make application easy. The tension can be

4229 DEROM® DYNAMIC ELBOW SPLINT
Size
Small/Medium
Large

Circumference, biceps
23-30,5 cm
30,5-36 cm

Replacement lining
Small/Medium
Large

Left
4229CLK
4229DLK

Left
4229CL
4229DL

Right
4229CRK
4229DRK

Right
4229CR
4229DR

set by the adjustment tool that is also the integrated
t ension release lever. The tension system can be set
either for flexion or extension depending on the wire
setting. The fast tension release allows a quick release.
There are also range of motion stops that can be set
if the patient is only allowed controlled range of
motion.
INDICATIONS

Limitations in range of motion due to soft tissue
contractures, joint stiffness after surgery.
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